The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a large aperture, space telescope designed to provide imaging and spectroscopy from 1.0 μm to 28 μm. JWST will be launched to an orbit at L2 aboard an Ariane 5 launcher in 2013. The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is the lead center for the JWST program and manages the project for NASA. The prime contractor for JWST is Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems (NGST). JWST is an international partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA), and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). ESA will contribute the Ariane 5 launch, and a multi-object infrared spectrograph. CSA will contribute the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS), which includes the Tunable Filter Imager (TFI). The European consortium, in collaboration with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), builds the mid-infrared imager (MIRI). In this paper we present an overview of the JWST science program, and discuss recent progress in the development of the observatory.
INTRODUCTION
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a large aperture (6.5 meter), cryogenic space telescope with a suite of near and mid-infrared instruments covering the wavelength range of 0.6 μm to 28 μm. The JWST science program is designed to address four major science themes, First light and re-ionization, the Assembly of Galaxies, the Birth of Stars and Protoplanetary Systems, and the Formation of Planetary Systems and the Origins of Life. JWST recently passed its Mission Critical Design Review, a major project milestone. In this paper we present an overview of the JWST science program and discuss recent progress in hardware development for the observatory, including JWST's flight mirror fabrication, progress with the telescope's sunshield, and the current plans for integration and test of the observatory.
JWST SCIENCE THEMES
The JWST science program is designed to address four major science themes, First light and re-ionization, the Assembly of Galaxies, the Birth of Stars and Protoplanetary Systems, and the Formation of Planetary Systems and the Origin of Life (Gardner et al. 2006 ).
First light and re-ionization: The End of the Dark Ages:
One of the primary motivations for JWST is to identify the first luminous sources to form, and determine the ionization history of the universe. The emergence of the first sources of light in the universe marks the end of the "Dark Ages" in cosmic history, a period characterized by the absence of discrete sources of light. Understanding these first sources is critical, since they greatly influenced subsequent structures. The current leading models for structure formation predict a hierarchical assembly of galaxies and clusters. The first sources of light acted as seeds for the successive formation of larger objects, and by studying these objects we will learn the processes that formed the nuclei of present day giant galaxies. The first galaxies formed with about a million solar masses of stars radiating strongly in the rest-frame ultraviolet and visible light, and light is redshifted into the near-IR. In order to detect these faint sources JWST requires a large collecting area, excellent image quality at 2 μm, and the low backgrounds that come from observing above the atmosphere, and the cryogenic operating temperature of the observatory.
By taking very long exposures in the near infrared, JWST will be able to see the first stars exploding as supernovae, and the first galaxies as they form. This will require about ~100 hour exposures each, in several broadband filters using the NIRCam instrument. This approach has been especially successful in deep field observations such as the Hubble Deep Field (Williams et al. 1995) , the Hubble Ultra deep field (Beckwith et al. 2003) and, most recently, the WFC3 Deep Field (Labbe et al. 2010 ), shown in Figure 1 . The Tunable Filter Imager will employ narrow-band imaging surveys to search for Hα emission from these galaxies. Follow-up spectroscopy and images in the mid-infrared will also teach us more about the objects that are seen in the NIRCam images.
Following their formation, the first galaxies, they began to grow by accreting gas and through mergers. These galaxies were bright in ultraviolet light, and began to dissociate the protons and electrons of the hydrogen atoms in a process called reionization. Reionization represents the last global phase transition the universe underwent after the Big bang. Each galaxy began by creating a bubble of ionized gas around it. As reionization progressed, the bubbles got bigger and began to join together, finally filling all of the space between the galaxies. The time lag between first light and reionization is uncertain. JWST will take spectra of still more distant quasars to establish whether reionization is brought about by the first light objects, or subsequent generations, and follow the process of reionization through its conclusion. Recent observations of the most distant quasars, combined with cosmic microwave background observations made by the WMAP satellite tell us that re-ionization ended about 1 billion years after the Big Bang. JWST will also discern the role of active galactic nuclei such as quasars or other super-massive black holes on the process of reionization. 
The Assembly of Galaxies
JWST will address key questions in determining how galaxies and the dark matter, gas, stars, metals, morphological structures, and active nuclei within them evolved from the epoch of reionization to the present. Galaxies are the basic building blocks of the Universe. Theory and observation show that galaxies assemble through a process of the hierarchical merging of dark matter concentrations. Small objects formed first, and were drawn together to form larger ones. This dynamical build-up of massive systems is accompanied by chemical evolution, as the gas and dust within the galaxies are processed through successive generations of stars. The interaction of these luminous components with the invisible dark matter produces the beautiful appearance and diverse properties of present-day galaxies. This process is still occurring today, as the Magellanic Clouds fall into the Milky Way, and as the Andromeda Nebula heads toward the Milky Way for a future collision. JWST will survey a large sample of galaxies to determine their morphologies, the stellar populations within them, and the rate of star formation. All of these will be measured statistically as a function of the galaxy's mass, environment, and cosmic epoch. JWST will also determine when the long-lived older stars in a typical galaxy were formed, whether in situ or in smaller galaxies that subsequently merged together to form a large galaxy. JWST will investigate the processes that determine galaxy properties using a combination of imaging and spectroscopy. JWST's mid-infrared capability will be especially important for diagnosing the energy sources in the interiors of bright galaxies, both those which are rapidly forming stars and in quasars or other active galaxies where the central black hole is accreting material and shining brightly.
The Birth of Stars and Protoplanetary Systems
The key objective of The Birth of Stars and Protoplanetary Systems theme is to unravel the birth and early evolution of stars, from infall onto dust-enshrouded protostars, to the genesis of planetary systems. While stars have been the main topic of astronomy for hundreds of years, only in recent times have we begun to understand them with detailed observations and computer simulations. We still do not know the details of how they are formed from clouds of gas and dust, why most stars form in groups, or how planetary systems form. Young stars within a star-forming region interact with each other chemically, dynamically, and radiatively in complex ways. The details of how they evolve and liberate the "metals" back into space for recycling into new generations of stars and planets remains to be determined through a combination of observation and theory. Observation shows that most stars are formed in multiple star systems and that many stars have planets. However, there is little agreement about how this occurs, and the discovery of large numbers of massive planets in very close orbits around their stars was very surprising. JWST will study the specific problems of how protostellar clouds collapse, how environment affects star formation, the initial mass function at sub-stellar masses and how protoplanetary systems form and the life cycles of gas and dust.
Formation of Planetary Systems and the Origin of Life.
The key objective of the Planetary Systems and the Origins of Life theme is to determine the physical and chemical properties of planetary systems including our own, and investigate the potential for the origins of life in those systems. Understanding the origin of the Earth and its ability to support life is an important objective for astronomy, and links the first light theme to our own origins. In our own solar system JWST will study the chemical and physical history of the objects that formed the Earth, and delivered the necessary chemical precursors for life. In other exoplanetary systems JWST will study how these systems form and evolve by conducting imaging surveys of exoplanets, and the environments in which they reside (see Figure 2) . JWST is particularly suited to imaging studies of young, self-luminous planets, and planet around late-type stars (e.g. Beichman et al. 2010 ). In the field of transiting exoplanets, JWST will be especially capable (Deming et al. 2009 ), and will permit studies of exo-planetary atmospheres from gas giants to superearths.
The JWST will be a general observer facility, like Hubble before it, and will address an enormous variety of astronomical community interests. Observing proposals, submitted yearly, will be peer-reviewed and those deemed scientifically interesting and of high importance will receive observing time. The broad topics discussed above have been used to help refine science and engineering parameters necessary to define the observatory's capabilities. 
OBSERVATORY ARCHITECTURE
JWST's primary science goals have driven the design of the observatory, which is shown in Figure 3(a) . The primary mirror (PM) comprises 18 beryllium segments, yielding a 6.6 meter diameter (inscribed circle). The PM is mounted on a backplane structure that also serves as the mounting point for the deployable secondary mirror structure, the aft optical system and the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM). The ISIM comprises four cryogenic science instruments, the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam), the Near-Infrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec), the Mid-Infrared Camera (MIRI) and the Fine Guidance Camera/Tunable Filter Imager (FGS/TFI).
The optical telescope element (OTE) and ISIM are mounted on a deployable tower assembly that raises the OTE/ISIM off the spacecraft bus following launch. The spacecraft subsystem comprises the sunshield, spacecraft, a solar array, and a communications antenna. Thermal control of the OTE/ISIM is provided by a 5-layer sunshield that facilitates passive cooling of the telescope structures by shading them from the sun. The spacecraft is operated so that the OTE/ISIM is always in the shade of the sunshield. The spacecraft bus, solar arrays and communications antennae are located on the warm side of the observatory.
JWST will be launched on an Ariane 5 from Kourou in French Guiana to an orbit ~1.5 million km from the Earth orbiting the second Lagrange point (L2). L2 was selected as JWST's orbit, since it offers a stable environment for the passively cooled telescope combined with continuous science operations. The L2 orbit is, however, unstable and so JWST will require routine orbit maintenance maneuvers to maintain station around L2 over the course of its planned lifetime. The propellant required to maintain orbit and unload momentum from the reaction wheels is the primary lifelimiting consumable for the mission. By passively cooling the telescope JWST avoids the need for life-limiting cryogens, and thus has a requirement of 5 years for it lifetime, with a goal of 10 years. The only science instrument not passively cooled is MIRI, which employs a solid-state cryo-cooler to cool its sensors to ~7K, below the 40k temperature floor set by passive cooling.
Given the large size of the JWST observatory compared to the maximum fairing size of the Ariane 5 launcher, JWST has been designed to launch in a stowed configuration, and deploy its subsystems following launch. The observatory is shown stowed for launch in Figure 3(b) . In this configuration two sides of the primary mirror (known as wings) and the secondary mirror system are stowed around the core of the telescope for launch. The sunshield is folded onto a fore and aft pallet, each of which stows vertically around the telescope for launch. 
TELESCOPE OPTICS
A schematic showing the array of sub-systems that comprise the optical telescope element (OTE) of the observatory is shown in Figure 4 . JWST's optical design features a three-mirror anastigmat to provides the optimum field of view for its deep wide field imaging science programs. In addition to the primary (PM), secondary (SM) and tertiary (TM) mirrors, the OTE optical chain also includes a fine steering mirror (FSM), used to remove image jitter.
The primary mirror is segmented and comprises 18 independent, hexagonal Be mirror segments. Since JWST's OTE is passively cooled to cryogenic temperatures so the telescope can observe at IR wavelengths, Beryllium was selected as the material for the telescope mirrors. Beryllium provides excellent optical stability at cryogenic temperatures, with stiff, lightweight mirror segments. Each PM segment is interfaced to the backplane via six cryogenic actuators that provide six degrees of freedom. A seventh actuator is interfaced to the mirror segment, via a strongback structure, and provides radius of curvature adjustment for each mirror segment.
The SM is mounted on six cryogenic actuators that provide six degree of freedom for the mirror. The SM assembly is mounted to three hinged, graphite-composite legs, so that it can be deployed from its stowed position after launch. The aft-optical system (AOS) is an optical bench that provides the mounts for the TM and the FSM, and also serves as a baffle. The remaining elements of the OTE are the mirror electronics that operate the actuators.
JWST's beryllium mirror blank billets are fabricated by Brush-Wellman. The mirror blanks are light-weighted at Axsys in Culman Alabama, where ~92% of the mass is removed. The mirrors are then shipped to Tinsley where they are polished. The final stage of polishing, known as cryo-polishing, involves a measurement of the mirror figure, at cryogenic temperature, at the X-Ray Calibration Facility (XRCF) located in the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) This measurement is used to generate the final polishing map that will compensate for cryo-distortion and integration deformation. In order to optimize processing of the 18 mirror segments through this pipeline, a pathfinder mirror, known as the Engineering Demonstration Unit (EDU), has been processed ahead of the flight mirrors in the processing cycle, and has been invaluable for the identification and resolution of process issues, thus allowing optimized processing of the flight mirrors. The JWST primary mirrors are a long lead item with each mirror taking approximately four years to complete. Consequently, work was begun early to ensure that a timely delivery of the flight mirrors to meet the overall observatory schedule. JWST has recently achieved a significant milestone with the completion of cryo-polishing of the EDU mirror. A picture of the EDU mirror assembly is shown in Figure 5 , together with its measured figure at 45 K, showing that it meets the 20 nm figure requirement. This mirror has now been coated with gold and will receive one final cryomeasurement prior to delivery. The eighteen flight mirrors are also making excellent progress through the processing cycle. Twelve of the flight mirrors are already in the final cryo-figuring phase. The remaining mirrors in the optical chain are also making excellent progress. The flight TM, FSM and flight-spare SM have all completed cryo-polishing. Cryo-measurements show that each of these mirrors meets the allocated figure requirements. The flight secondary is running, as planned, behind the flight spare SM in the processing schedule, and can be completed now that the flight spare mirror has validated the SM processing and testing schedule flow.
The primary mirror backplane assembly (PMBA) supports the eighteen primary mirror segments, and also serves as the structure to which all other OTE optical sub-systems, such as the secondary mirror support system and the aft-optics system, are mounted. It also serves as the interface for the Integrated Science Instruments Module (ISIM) and the deployable tower assembly (DTA). In addition to these functions, the PMBA mounts two deployable wings carrying three primary mirror segments each. The PMBA structure is constructed using a specially designed graphite composite material. Construction of the flight PMBA is currently underway, together with a pathfinder unit, comprising just the central section of the backplane. The pathfinder backplane will be used for troubleshooting the optical test equipment and validating measurements intended for the cryogenic end-to-end test of the OTE.
OPTICAL TESTING
In addition to being the largest astronomical space telescope built to date, JWST is also a cryogenic telescope. For that reason it is very important that the optical chain of the observatory, from telescope to science instrument focal plane receives an end-to-end optical test at their nominal operating temperatures. In order to achieve this objective, a cryogenic optical test of the OTE/ISIM structure is planned at the Johnson Space Flight Center's Chamber-A, which is large enough to accommodate the OTE/ISIM structure, together with the test equipment and shrouds required to cool everything to 40K. The proposed test configuration is shown in Figure 6 . Each sub-system of JWST is tested as integration of the observatory proceeds; so this test serves as primarily as an alignment and workmanship test to ensure that the optical systems have been assembled and aligned within the capture range of the telescope's active optical system. In addition, it is important to conduct a thermal balance test to verify the modeled thermal performance, and identify any parasitic heat paths. Finally, there are some flight systems that require demonstration of their end-to-end performance to verify that the systems will meet their requirements in-flight. These include a demonstration of closedloop fine guidance system using the FSM, and a demonstration of the wavefront sensing and control hardware used to phase the telescope's active optical system.
SUNSHIELD
The JWST sunshield comprises five layers of tensioned kapton, each approximately the size of a tennis court, as shown in Figure 7 . The JWST program made significant progress in mitigating outstanding design issues and risks. The shape of the sunshield is now fully optimized for the field of regard of the telescope, and has been carefully modeled to verify clearances with the observatory infrastructure during deployment. This has required careful correlation of modeled membrane shapes with sub-scale test articles. A detailed concept for packaging and deployment of the sunshield has been developed to ensure the membranes are not damaged during launch. The design solution implemented is to mount the folded membranes on lightweight pallets, known as Unitized Pallet Structures (UPS), and use membrane release pins that pass through the layers to hold the folded membrane package to the UPS. This approach also has the benefit that the pins can be released in sequence so that the deployment of the membranes can be carefully managed. The membranes are deployed on each side by telescoping booms that slowly pull out sections of the membranes from the UPS as the pins are released. Once both sides are deployed a series of spring-loaded spacers separate the membranes at the core region, above the spacecraft bus, and then the edges of the membranes are hoisted up the spreader bars (see Figure 1a) by means of cables which also tension the membrane layers. 
SPACECRAFT BUS
The spacecraft provides the housekeeping functions of the Observatory It has a 471 Gigabits solid-state recorder that stores all science data as well as engineering data that is collected between, and during the daily contacts with the ground station. Two star trackers (an additional one provides redundancy) are used to point the Observatory toward the science target, prior to guide star acquisition, and they provide roll stability about the telescope line of sight. Six reaction wheels (two are redundant) are mounted on isolators near the center of gravity of the bus, to reduce disturbances to the Observatory. These reaction wheels offload the fine steering control, to maintain the fine steering mirror near its central position to limit differential distortion induced blurring onto the target star. A single "trail-dragger" configuration solar array provides 2000 Watts of power. The downlink operates at Ka band and has a selectable rate of 7, 14 or 28 Mbps. A pair of omni directional antennas (at S-band) provide near hemispherical coverage for emergency communications. The spacecraft bus also houses the MIRI solid-state cryo-cooler, which isolates it from the OTE. Figure 7 . A full sized aluminum-coated pathfinder membrane. These demonstration membranes have been fabricated to investigate full-size membrane shape under tension, and evaluate approaches for mounting the membranes on the pallets.
MISSION OPERATIONS
JWST Mission operations are conducted through a ground system that includes the Deep Space Network (DSN), NASA Integrated Services Network (NISN), Goddard Space Flight Center's Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) and the Science and Operations Center (S&OC) at the Space Telescope Science Institute. The S&OC is responsible for JWSTs' science operations, and is located at Space Telescope Science Institute. The S&OC enables the planning and execution of scientific investigations. The remainder of the ground segment enables tracking and communications, housekeeping, and maintenance of the Observatory. The JWST architecture has driven the design of the ground system architecture.
